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Abstract- We propose the "Multi-Split-Row" LDPC decoding method which allows further reductions in routing
complexity, greater throughput, and smaller circuit area
implementations compared to the previously proposed SplitRow decoding method. Multi-Split-Row is especially useful
for regular high row weight LDPC codes. A 2048-bit full
parallel decoder is implemented in a 0.18 ,um CMOS
technology using standard MinSum, Split-Row-2 and SplitRow-4 methods. The Split-Row-4 decoder delivers 7.1 Gbps
throughput with 15 decoding iterations, and has 3.2 times
smaller circuit area and 5.2 times higher throughput than
the standard MinSum decoder.
Keywords: LDPC codes, Digital signal processors, Parallel
architectures, Parallel algorithms, Very-large-scale integration
I. INTRODUCTION

Low density parity check codes first introduced by Gallager [1] have recently received significant attention due to
their significant error correction performance and their inherent parallelizable decoder architectures. Many recent communication standards such as 10 Gigabit Ethernet (1OGBASET) [2] and digital video broadcasting (DVB-S2) [3] have
adopted LDPC codes.
Full-parallel decoders which directly map row and column
processors together through their Tanner graph interconnection
network provide high throughputs [4], [5], [6], [7]. However,
due to a large number of processing units and wires between
them, they suffer from a large hardware and interconnect
complexity. In partially-parallel decoders, multiple row and
column processors share one processor and one memory
unit. Block-structured LDPC codes [8], [9] and scheduling
algorithms [10], [11] proposed for these architectures provide
overlapped and reordered row and column processing stages to
reduce the processing time which results in decoding throughputs in the range of tens to hundreds of Mbps. While these
architectures provide a range of trade-offs between hardware
complexity and throughput, they are not well suited to high
throughput applications.
The recently proposed Split-Row decoding method [7] for
regular LDPC codes decreases interconnect complexity by
splitting the rows of the parity check matrix into nearly
independent halves and provides a higher throughput and
smaller interconnect complexity.
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This paper introduces the Multi-Split-Row method to further enhance the throughput and energy efficiency, and is
organized as follows: Section 2 reviews LDPC codes and
the message passing algorithm. Section 3 proposes multiple
splitting method for regular high-row weight LDPC codes and
shows the error performance comparison for different codes
with the multiple splitting method. The mapping architecture
of the multiple splitting method is presented in Section 4. In
Section 5 the results of a full parallel decoder implemented
with the proposed and standard techniques are presented and
compared.
II. LDPC CODES AND MESSAGE PASSING DECODING
LDPC codes are defined by an M x N binary matrix called
the parity check matrix H, where M defines the number of
parity check equations for the code and N defines the code

length. LDPC codes are commonly decoded by the iterative
message passing algorithm also known as the Sum-Product
algorithm (SPA) [12]. Each iteration of the algorithm consists
of two sequential steps: 1) Row processing or check node
update, and 2) column processing or variable node update.
We define V(i) = {j: Hj = 1} as the set of variable nodes
which participate in check equation i. Also V(i)\j denotes
all variable nodes in V(i) except node j. The row processing
stage updates a messages of all checknodes and sends them
to the column processing stage using

( dijil) , (1)
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j,V(i)\i
j,V(i)\i
where 3 is the output of column processing stage. In Eq. 1,
the magnitude computation of a can be approximated with a
minimum function. The algorithm using this approximation is
known as the MinSum (MS) algorithm [13].
III. THE MULTI-SPLIT-Row DECODING METHOD

To increase parallelism and reduce decoder complexity,
the Multi-Split-Row method partitions matrix rows into Spn
multiple blocks (called Split-Spn). This requires new circuits
to correctly process sign bits among multiple blocks and is
especially beneficial for regular high row-weight decoders.
A Multi-Split-Row parity check matrix highlighting the row
processing operation is shown in Fig. 1. We denote the parity
check matrix H divided into Spn partitions columnwise by

Hsplit-Spn.
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Fig. 1. The parity check matrix of a (We, W,) LDPC code highlighting the
row processing operation with Spn-way splitting (Multi-Split-Row) method.
For simplicity a quasi-cyclic [14], [15] structure is shown.
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Fig. 3. BER performance of the (6,72) (5256,4823) quasi-cyclic LDPC code
using various MinSum decoders with different levels of splitting and optimal
scaling factors (S)
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Fig. 2. BER performance of the (6,32) (2048,1723) regular RS-based LDPC
code adopted for use in IOGBase-T Ethernet [2], using the Multi-Split-Row
method in SPA and MinSum decoders with optimal scaling factors (S).

In each partition of Multi-Split-Row's row operation, the
parity (sign) bit update is the same as in the SPA decoder.
The magnitude part is updated using the messages in each
partition of the parity check matrix. Similar to the standard
Split-Row method [7], it can be shown that the magnitude
part of the row processor output, a, in the Mult-Split-Row
decoder is larger than that in the SPA decoder. Therefore we
can improve the error performance of the Multi-Split-Row
method by normalizing the values with a scale factor S
less than one. Modifying Eq. 1 using the messages in each
partition yields:
a

aijSpn = S x II sign(Lj )
j'EV(i)

x

j

(

(2)

jE VS p1lit-S pn (i)\ j

VSplit-Spn(i) = {j HijSplit-Spn = 1} denotes the set of
variable nodes in each partition of the parity check matrix
which participates in check equation i.
The Multi-Split-Row method can be used in both SPA and
MinSum decoders. Figure 2 shows the error performance loss
of SPA Split-Row-2 and Split-Row-4 from SPA is about 0.4
and 0.65 dB at BER = 6 x 10-7 for the (2048,1723) RS-
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A. Implementing Multi-Split-Row Decoders
A block diagram of a decoder using a Spn-way splitting
method is shown in Fig. 4. A small number of sign wires are
the only wires passed between decoder partitions.
The greatest benefit of Multi-Split-Row comes from the
fact that it provides significant reductions in circuit area and
wire area (length), which results in reduced overall area and
increased throughput. Its reduction in interconnect complexity
enables a compounding benefit with an increase in circuit area
utilization (that is, a higher % of chip area used for circuits).
1) Sign Wires Implementation: Figure 4 shows the sign
wire implementation inside each row processor in the MultiSplit-Row decoder. Local sign signals are generated inside
each partition. Final local sign signals are used to compute
messages according to Eq. 2. A block diagram of a Split-RowSpn row processor implemented with the MinSum algorithm
is shown in Fig. 6.
2) Area of Sub blocks: The area of individual row processors is largely made up of Muxes, XOR gates, and comparators. Multi-Split-Row provides modest reductions in row
processor area and greater reductions in wiring. The total mux
area scales down linearly such that the total number of muxes
is Wr /Spn where Wr is the row weight and N is the code size.
The total number of XORs is WrlSpn + 1. The comparator
area scales downward slightly faster than linear with increasing
Spn and the total number is Wr (2Spn) -1.
Column processor area on the other hand is unaffected
a
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Fig. 4. Multi-Split-Row decoder with Spn-way splitting method, with highlighted inter-partition sign wires and logic
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Fig. 5. Mapping an LDPC decoder with (a) standard decoding (b) Split-Row-2 and (c) Split-Row-4 methods for the (6,32) (2048,1723) code

Maximum
area

Standard MinSum
Split-Row-2 MinSum
Split-Row-4 MinSum

utilization
(0)
25
45
77

Area
per
sub-block

(MM2)
139.1
37.9
11.0

No. of
wires
per
sub-block
122,880

61,440
30,720

Avg. wire
length per
sub-block
(mm)
0.32
0.20
0.11

Total

chip

area

(MM2)
139.1
75.8
43.9

Worst
case

speed
(MHz)
10
16
52

Decoding
throughput

(Gbps)
1.4
2.2
7.1

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF ARCHITECTURES FOR A FULL PARALLEL DECODER IN 0.18 ,um CMOS, FOR THE (6,32) (2048,1723) CODE
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of a row processor in a Split-Row-Spn decoder. As
an example of a row processor in a general "middle" partition, signal names
for partition SPI are shown (see Fig. 4).

by Multi-Split-Row. The number of column processors per
subblock is N/Spn.
3) Wire Area: The total number of wires for a full parallel
decoder using the Multi-Split-Row method is:
NumOfWires

=

2bMWr + 2(Spn -1)M,

(3)

where M is the number of rows and b is the number of bits
in each word. The last term in Eq. 3, 2(Spn -1)M, is the
total number of sign wires between row processors for a SplitRow-Spn decoder.
Multi-Split-Row is especially effective because the number
of sign wires is nearly negligible compared to the total number
of wires. For example, for the (2048,1723) LDPC code with
N = 2048, M = 384 and b = 5, the number of sign wires in
Split-Row-2 is 2 x 384 = 768 which is 768/123, 648 = 0.006
or 0.6% of the total. For Split-Row-4, the number of sign wires
is 6 x 384 = 2304 which is 2304/125, 184 = 0.018 or less
than 2.0% of the total.
B. Decoder Implementation Example
Figure 5 shows block diagrams for decoders using (a) stan-

dard, (b) Split-Row-2, and (c) Split-Row-4 decoders for an
LDPC code with Wr=32. Using standard decoding, each row
processor is connected to 32 column processors. In the SplitRow-2 and Split-Row-4 decoding methods, each row processor
is connected to only 16 and 8 column processors respectively.
All three decoders are implemented in a 0.18 ,um CMOS
technology with 6 metal layers. The final layout was generated
by a standard cell, place and route (P&R) flow. Table I
summarizes the results for the three decoders, and Fig. 7 shows
the layout plots for the Multi-Split-Row decoder chips.
IV. CONCLUSION

The Multi-Split-Row method for regular high row weight
LDPC codes is a viable approach for higher throughput,
smaller area, and lower power, with a small error performance
reduction. The error performance loss by splitting a 5256-bit
(6,72) LDPC code into 2, 4 and 12 sub blocks is about 0.3 dB,
0.45 dB and 0.75 dB respectively at a BER of 2 x 10-7. A
(2048,1723) full-parallel decoder using Split-Row-4 is about
3.2 times smaller and delivers 5.2 times higher throughput
compared to a standard MinSum decoder, while its BER
degradation is 0.65 dB from a standard MinSum decoder.

Fig. 7. Final layout of Split-Row-2 (top) and Split-Row-4 (bottom) decoder
chips, shown approximately to scale
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